ABSTRACT. An interesting feature of the dynamics of unemployment in the EU economies is that while the aggregate unemployment rates move with the business cycle, its regional distribution seems to remain quite stable or tends to a sort of polarisation. This paper discusses different hypotheses that have been proposed to explain heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of unemployment, and performs an empirical analysis for the Spanish provinces.
INTRODUCTION
High unemployment has been one of the main problems in most of the western economies in the last decades. This is particularly the case in some European countries such as Spain. The Spanish experience has focused the attention of the literature because of the extremely large unemployment rates and the persistence of shocks affecting the labour market. Structural conditions, rigidities and the system of unemployment benefits have been pointed as the factors that could explain why unemployment in Spain has shown such a peculiar behaviour when compared for instance with the one in Portugal (Blanchard and Jimeno, 1995) .
Besides the nation-wide aggregate unemployment, another interesting but as far as we know less studied issue has been the geographical distribution of unemployment. There is some evidence on the relevance of spatial differentials in unemployment rates in the US, Canada and Europe. As will be shown later, the Spanish experience is again extreme. The distribution of unemployment rates is characterised by large differences and strong stability in the ranking of regions.
As a matter of example, the Spanish provinces (NUTS III regions in Spain 1 ) with higher rates in 1999 were two regions in the South of the country: Cádiz (32.5%) and Córdoba (30.6%). They doubled the Spanish aggregate that year (15.8%). They were among the regions with higher rates in 1990 (32.9% and 25.8%), 1980 (24.2% and 14.1%) and 1976 (10.1% and 9.8%). Curiously, Cádiz in all these years and Córdoba in some of them also doubled the Spanish rates (16.2%, 11.4% and 4.5% respectively). In contrast, Lleida in the North-East and Soria in the Centre had rates even below the average in the EU in 1999 (5.5% and 6.3%). And they have also been among the most favoured provinces in Spain in the last decades, with rates that were around the half of the Spanish average.
On the other hand, regional economies seem to have different fortunes in the recent trend towards lower levels of aggregate unemployment. The Spanish rate decreased from 24.1% in 1994 to 15.8% in 1999. While Alava (22.3% to 10.6%), Alicante (26.2% to 13.5%) and Barcelona (23.0% to 11.4%) saw more intense reductions, in some other provinces reductions were very limited (Cáceres 24.9% to 22.5%; Ciudad Real 20.0% to 17.3%). What is more striking, there are provinces in which rates stagnated or even increased over that period (Córdoba 30.5% to 30.6%; Ourense 14.6% to 20.4%). This evidence might point to some sort of polarisation by which some regions are approaching unemployment rates around the average in the EU, while some others lay aside this process.
1 See the Appendix for further details.
Considering this simple evidence, our first aim is the analysis of the evolution of the geographical distribution of the unemployment rates in Spain. The shape of the distribution is supposed to provide evidence not only on the amount of the disparities, but also on the formation of clusters of regions with separate unemployment rates. Additionally, the study of the dynamics within the distribution will provide straight evidence on the persistence of regional differentials as well as some intuition on the more likely evolution in the years to come. In a second step, the contribution of some factors --which can affect the level of unemployment on a priori grounds--to the dynamics of the geographical distribution of unemployment in Spain, will be assessed. Given our interest in the whole distribution we cannot constrain the study to the traditional regression analysis. Instead, we will compare the entire observed distribution to the one obtained once the effects of some determinants of the unemployment have been removed.
We depart from some recent studies that have focused the attention in how fast labour markets variables adjust to shocks in the European economies (Decressin and Fatás, 1995; Jimeno and Bentolila, 1998) . Here we will try to assess how much of the features observed in the spatial distribution of the unemployment rates can be explained by some factors that can potentially affect unemployment. To some extent, results for the Spanish economy can shed light on the processes in course in some other European economies and in the entire EU. In this sense, Overman and Puga (1999) have provided results on similar issues for a set of EU regions, thought with some methodological differences.
Why do regions differ so markedly in their unemployment rates? Or, in other words, why is the geographical distribution of unemployment so uneven? It is important to note that this question is not only important per se, but also because it might influence relative income per capita. That is to say, differentials in unemployment rates, jointly with differences in labour productivity and participation rates, translate into inequality in income per capita. In this sense, Esteban (1999) concludes that inequality in the entire EU is basically due to differences in productivity, with unemployment differentials having a low, although increasing, role. However, for some countries such as Italy and Spain he reports that regional differences in unemployment rates account for more that the 20% of the disparities in income per capita.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section briefly discusses some hypotheses that have been proposed to explain spatial differences in unemployment rates, and presents some related empirical evidence. Section 3 analyses the distribution of regional unemployment differentials in Spain over the period from 1985 to 1997. Once the distribution and its dynamics have been characterised, the role of some factors in explaining unemployment differentials is assessed in section 4, while results on the effect of unemployment rates in the neighbouring regions are summarised and discussed in section 5.
Finally, section 6 concludes.
THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Besides the traditional interest in the analysis of the evolution of the rate of unemployment, and the causes that could explain its anomalous high levels in some economies and periods 2 , increasing attention has been devoted to the study of its geographical distribution. In a world characterised by the absence of adjustment costs and rigidities, one should expect no persistence in the difference between unemployment rates across locations. Excess labour in an area will disappear quickly due to workers' movements to lower unemployment areas.
However, the evidence for several economies seems to indicate quite the opposite: high unemployment regions in a given decade do continue showing this qualification in the following decades, while the same rules for those with low unemployment.
Slow wage adjustments and large costs of migration are likely to explain why idiosyncratic shocks, or different regional responses to common shocks, might cause unemployment rates to differ markedly across regions for long. Under this explanation, heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of unemployment is a disequilibrium phenomenon as defined in Marston (1985) . Three forces could drive a regional labour market towards the equilibrium: 1) out-migration because of the high unemployment rate, 2) fall in wages due to excess of labour supply, and 3) firms in-migration attracted by large unemployed labour force and low wages. As Marston points out, the important question is how strong these forces are.
His results showed how they are strong enough in the US to restore spatial equilibrium within a year.
A second explanation for why geographic areas differ in their unemployment rates is suggested in Marston (1985) based on ideas in Hall (1972) and Rosen (1974) . There is a steady-state relationship in unemployment rates across regions that is a function of their endowment of certain factors. Because the endowment differs among regions, the spatial distribution of unemployment is not homogeneous. Besides, as far as the endowment remains stable over time, the distribution of unemployment is not expected to change dramatically.
2 Useful surveys include those by Bean (1994 ), RÝed (1997 This equilibrium hypothesis is then based on the idea that workers have incentives not to migrate when unemployed because they value those endowments in some sense. Evidence on high wages in high unemployment areas supports this viewpoint, as well as the preference for facilities and amenities. Martin (1997) extends the list of factors that could explain unemployment equilibrium differentials to permanent differences in economic, institutional and labour market characteristics across regions.
It is sensible to think that both phenomena simultaneously contribute to explain disparities in unemployment rates across economies. Thus, differences in the industrial mix, in matching efficiency of local labour markets, in several types of mismatch, and in the spatial distribution of amenities might, among other factors, induce the geographic distribution of unemployment in equilibrium. Likewise, forces pushing labour markets towards this equilibrium, when there is a temporary shock, might be weak enough not to avoid the system to be out of its long-run position for some time. In this case, it is likely that the observed differentials in unemployment rates across areas in any period were due to both factors.
Empirical analyses may then face problems in isolating their contributions. However, to what extent each one of them is explaining the dispersion in the spatial distribution of unemployment has obvious implications when designing policies to alleviate such situation (Marston, 1985; Martin, 1997) .
In its empirical study, Marston observed that shocks in the US metropolitan areas are eliminated within a year by mobility of workers across areas. Blanchard and Katz (1992) also point to the role of migration in returning the system of economies quickly to the relative unemployment equilibrium rates in the US States. In these studies, the steady-state relationship among regional unemployment rates is supposed to be some function of the amenities and land endowments in each area.
Although the mechanism of adjustment seems to come primarily by changes in participation, Decressin and Fatás (1995) conclude that the persistence of shocks to relative unemployment is even lower in Europe than in the US 3 . But this does not mean that differences in unemployment rates across the European regions do not show persistence. On the contrary, the authors conclude on the existence of high persistence of the regional unemployment differentials in Europe.
Additional evidence on the uneven spatial distribution of unemployment rates has been reported for Canada (Lazar, 1977) and some EU Member States (OECD, 1989; Evans and McCormick, 1994; Martin and Sunley, 1999) . In all cases regional rankings seem to be quite stable. Overman and Puga (1999) report interesting evidence on some sort of polarisation in the unemployment regional distribution in the EU. If this were so, the only movements within the distribution would be to exacerbate differences between low and high unemployment regions that, besides, tend to be close together.
In this sense, it is well reported in the recent literature that the response of wages and migration to variations in unemployment is much higher in US than in Europe. As a consequence, it is more likely in the US that areas with large unemployment in a decade show low rates in the next one (Bertola and Ichino, 1996; Blanchard and Katz, 1992) .
Undoubtedly, Spain is one of the countries in which unemployment has shown stronger persistence, and the regional ranking has experienced only very minor changes in the last decades. Not only real wages differentials are lower than disparities in unemployment rates, but their response to changes in regional unemployment is very low (Lorente, 1992; Jimeno and Bentolila, 1998) . This is particularly the case when one controls for differences in the industrial mix and professional categories. The characteristics of the Spanish labour market and the process of centralised wage bargaining explains why local wages only marginally accommodates to changes in local unemployment.
Unlike the evidence for the EU regions, regional differences in participation rates seem to be very persistent. As a result neither migration nor adjustments in participation contribute to eliminate rapidly the effects of labour demand shocks (Jimeno and Bentolila, 1998) .
Furthermore, migration flows, which acted as an important mechanism to balance the Spanish labour market up to the eighties, decrease to very low levels in the last two decades.
The coincidence between the decrease in migration and the dramatic increase in the Spanish unemployment rate agrees with the idea of a negative relationship between both magnitudes (Pissarides and Wadsworth, 1989; Pissarides and McMaster, 1990) . Recent empirical models of migration behaviour for the Spanish economy do support this hypothesis (i.e. Bentolila and Dolado, 1991) 4 . Besides, migration seems to be only marginally influenced by differences in unemployment rates across regions.
However, and despite the previous evidence pointing to the disequilibrium explanation for the Spanish economy, we cannot discard the simultaneous influence of equilibrium factors. Actually, Martin (1997) argues that persistence and stability of the regional unemployment structure in UK is basically an equilibrium phenomenon. With this aim, in the next section we analyse the dynamics of the spatial distribution of unemployment in Spain in the last decades. Results confirm the strong stability and persistence of regional differentials.
If something, there seems to be appearing a tendency towards polarisation in, at least, two groups: areas with large unemployment differentials and areas with unemployment rates some percentage points below the national average. Next, we assess the role of some factors in explaining the geographic distribution of unemployment. While in the mid-eighties sectoral composition and education of the labour force played a role, at the end of the nineties only demographic variables explain the dispersion in the distribution. Additionally, a larger proportion of the dispersion remains unexplained at the end of the period.
To end this section, we should say that our empirical analysis moves away from the traditional study of an (average) representative economy. As our main concern is to know what has happened with the geographic distribution of unemployment, inference at use on the representative economy is not of interest. Instead we will use tools that will allow us to say things on the shape of the distribution and the movements within it --over time or when conditioned to some of the factors that could explain unemployment differentials across the space. They have been proposed recently in different papers by Quah (1996 Quah ( , 1997 and applied in e.g. Bianchi (1997) , Magrini (1999), and López-Bazo et al (1999) to study convergence in income per capita across countries and across regions. In this sense, as far as we know the approach applied here has only been used in Overman and Puga (1999) to study the distribution of unemployment rates in the EU regions.
DYNAMICS OF THE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN

SPAIN 5
The evolution of the aggregate Spanish unemployment has been profusely studied in the literature (Blanchard and Jimeno, 1995; Dolado and Jimeno, 1997; Marimon and Zilibotti, 1998) . The average rate remains stable around 2-3% during the sixties. It increased moderately the next decade to around 10% at the beginning of the eighties (Table 1) . Then, the unemployment rate doubled in five years to a situation in which more than 20 out of 100 workers were unemployed. Later, unemployment rates moved together with the business cycle, but always in a range far above the rates in other western economies. In this period, the standard deviation, as a raw measure of unemployment differentials in the Spanish provinces (NUTS3) 6 , increased notably up to the mid-eighties. Afterwards, it also shifted with the business cycle 7 . Notes: maximum and minimum correspond to the unemployment rates in the provinces with higher and lower rates each year. Then, they do not necesarily belong to the same province each year.
The comparison of unemployment rates in provinces with extreme values each year provides a clear picture of the magnitude of the spatial differences. If we use unemployment rates as a rough measure of the probability of being unemployed, figures in the last two columns of Table 1 do not deserve additional comments. Actually, the more recent figures seem to indicate that some provinces in the north-east of Spain are in a situation of full employment while in some hundreds of kilometres rates remain above 20%.
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We are going to focus our attention in the rest of the paper on the distribution for two particular time periods: 1985 and 1997. They cover approximately an entire cycle, and the average unemployment rates in these years were roughly similar. Therefore, in some sense, the effects of asymmetries in the regional response to phases in the cycle are minimised.
Additionally, similar unemployment rates for the aggregate in both periods cause the analysis of relative or absolute deviations not to differ markedly 9 .
Figure 1 plots de estimated density function of the distribution of unemployment rates in the Spanish provinces. It proxies the shape of the distribution, and in essence provides more information than the single measures of position or dispersion. What this figure allows 6 A brief description of the units of analysis in this study is provided in the Appendix. 7 As already reported for some other economies, absolute and relative unemployment differentials move in opposite directions, being the former (latter) positively (negatively) related to the aggregate unemployment rates. In our case, dispersion in relative unemployment decreased up to 1985, showing a countercyclical behaviour afterwards. 8 The fact that unemployment differentials across Spanish regions persist despite the continuous decrease in the average rate has recently been noted by government agencies as one of the main drawbacks of the Spanish economy. 9 See Martin (1997) for a discussion of regional unemployment disparities in terms of relativities or differentials. As a matter of comparison, Overman and Puga (1999) analyse the ratio of the regional unemployment rate to the EU wide average unemployment rate. We checked the sensitivity of our results to relativities. The main conclusions remained unaffected.
is a very simple comparison of the external shape of the distribution at the two time points.
Besides the large dispersion --already detected by figures in Table 1 However, a closer look at both densities reveals some sort of trend towards the concentration of mass of probability in particular intervals of unemployment rates. The most striking is the consolidation of a peak at very high positive differentials in 1997. Further, an additional one might be in formation on the left of the distribution. Particular overlapping coefficients for three levels of relative unemployment (low, medium and high) confirm this intuition. For the range of large positive differentials, the coefficient equals 0.7632, being significantly below the critical value. So the null of equality for the distribution in both years for that range can be rejected. In the case of the large negative differentials range, the coefficient takes a value (0.8016) close to the critical, which prevents a clear conclusion on the significance of the difference between both distributions in that interval.
Summing up, the shape of the distribution along the period does not seem to have experienced significant changes. If something, there seems to be a tendency towards polarisation in at least two groups of regions regarding unemployment differentials. This polarisation would agree with the phenomenon detected by Overman and Puga (1999) when analysing the distribution of unemployment rates in a set of EU regions.
The estimated density function provides an approximation to the (external) shape of the distribution. However, as Quah (1997) has stressed, movements within the distribution are even more important when analysing the dynamics of a distribution. In our particular study, it would be rather different that provinces with positive differentials at the beginning of the period had most of the probability of remaining in such situation at the end that, on the contrary, they had large probability of transition towards lower differentials. Similarly, regions with low relative unemployment can either have large probability of remaining in such situation or show some propensity to transition to other places in the range of the variable. -1985 ---1997 Notes: Non-parametric estimation by using a Gaussian kernel with bandwith selected as described in Silverman (1986, section 3.4 .2).
(Intra)Distribution dynamics can be proxied by the estimation of a stochastic kernel (Stokey and Lucas, 1989) for the regional distribution of unemployment over the period under analysis. This is merely the counterpart of a first order Markov probability of transitions matrix when the number of states tends to infinity, that is to say, when the length of the range of unemployment rates defining each state tends to zero. Thus, the stochastic kernel provides the likelihood of transiting from one place in the distribution of unemployment to the other places 10 . Figure 2 shows the stochastic kernel estimated for the distribution of the unemployment rates in the Spanish provinces over the period 1985-1997 (4-year transitions).
The z-axis in the three-dimensional plot measures the density of each pair of points in the x-y space that measure the values of the variable in t and t+4. The lines that run parallel to the t+4 axis measure the probability of transiting from the corresponding point in the t axis to any other point 4 periods ahead. Therefore, the more the mass of probability is concentrated along the positive diagonal, the higher the persistence. On the contrary, a kernel parallel to the t axis will indicate that regardless of the position at time t, all regions tend to show similar unemployment rates at t+4. The two dimensional graph at the upper-right corner is a contour plot of the three-dimensional plot. Lines in this graph connect points at the same height on the three-dimensional plot, that is, points with the same density.
The estimated kernel confirms that the regional distribution of unemployment in the Spanish provinces was characterised by strong persistence 11 . This means that there was strong stability in the ranking of provinces regarding their unemployment rates over the period.
Broadly speaking, most of the mass of probability runs along the diagonal defining persistence. If something, shifts from the diagonal indicates the tendency towards the polarisation pointed above. Then, the kernel reproduces the three clusters of regions previously found by the estimated densities 12 . By recursively applying the kernel to the final (as well as to the initial) distribution we can trace out the dynamics of the whole system of economies. Furthermore, when the process is ergodic we can obtain the long-run limit of the distribution from the stochastic kernel. This is a density function that summarises the shape of the distribution in the long-run. Thus, a long-run density function whose mass of probability collapses into a single point (zero in our case) will indicate that the economies under analysis are converging to each other in their unemployment rates. On the contrary, divergence in unemployment rates will translate into a long-run distribution where density is uniformly distributed for the values of the unemployment rate differentials. It is also important to note that long-run polarisation will be confirmed when the ergodic distribution shows peaks.
Then, is the dispersion and stability in the unemployment rates differentials in the Spanish provinces a long-term phenomenon? Does the ergodic distribution confirm the formation of clusters of provinces with separate unemployment rates? Figure 3 can shed light on these points. The shape of the long-run distribution is quite similar to the one observed in 1985 and 1997. However, it seems to indicate that the separate cluster at the left end of the distribution that appeared in 1997 is not likely to persist in the future. The peak in the opposite end is not as clear as in the distribution for 1997 but the mass of probability in large values for the differentials is quite evident. So, it is not likely that the large differentials for the high relative unemployment provinces are going to vanish --under the assumption of stability in the dynamics. The value for the overlapping coefficient between the ergodic and the distribution in 1997 confirm these conclusions. For the whole distribution it equals 0.9226, being higher than the critical value, whereas for the three intervals previously defined only in the case of the low relative unemployment we reject the null of equality of the distributions (OVL low =0.8177, OVL mid =0.9327, OVL high =0.9976). 
years transitions.
Notes: Non-parametric estimation by using a Gaussian kernel with bandwith selected as described in Silverman (1986, section 4.3.2) . Summing up, our results confirm the existence of large differentials in the unemployment rates across the Spanish provinces, whose geographical distribution is characterised by strong persistence. In other words, regions with high relative unemployment did not seem to show any significant trend to change their situation over the period. The same rules for regions with low relative unemployment. Deviations from perfect persistence seem to be only due to some sort of cluster formation in two groups: one with unemployment rates below the average and another with rates far above the average.
The next sections aim at explaining why regions may differ in their unemployment rates and the reasons for the dynamics observed so far. In other words, we will try to assess how much of the dispersion in the geographical distribution of unemployment in Spain can be explained by some of the factors that likely affect unemployment, and to what extent those factors explain the polarisation already observed.
FACTORS EXPLAINING THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT
We are interested in analysing the contribution of different variables, which can affect the level of unemployment on a priori grounds, to the dynamics of the geographical distribution of unemployment in Spain. As a consequence, we cannot constrain the study to a traditional regression analysis in which we test if the sign of the parameter for some variables agrees with some theoretical hypothesis, and how much of the variance can be explained with such variables. Instead, we would like to compare the entire observed distribution with the one obtained once the effect of some determinants of unemployment has been removed.
Then, here we build on the analysis proposed by Quah (1997) . In a first step we will estimate the effects of some variables than presumably affect unemployment rates by means of a regression analysis. Then, using the tools in the previous section, we will compare the original distribution with the one conditioned to the factors under analysis.
Empirical framework
As previously discussed, unemployment rates differentials in the Spanish regions seem to be only slightly influenced by differences in wages and by migration decisions. Thus, the assumption in this section is that for a given amount of vacancies in a local labour market, unemployment will depend on different types of mismatch, some demographic variables, and neighbourhood effects arising from interactions across labour markets. Concretely, the conditional analysis builds on the so-called Beveridge Curve (see e.g. Blanchard and Diamond, 1989; Pissarides, 1990) . Antolin (1994 Antolin ( , 1999 given that we focus on relative unemployment. Furthermore, some of the variables already included may capture at least some of their effects.
The empirical model we will use to obtain the conditional distribution can be expressed as:
where f(·) is a linear function in all its elements, u i denotes the difference between the unemployment rate in a province i and the aggregate unemployment rate in Spain, v the same difference in vacancy rates and Sect, Dem and h are the differences in some measures of sectoral composition, demographic variables and a proxy for the skills of the labour force respectively. Finally, u ρi denotes unemployment differentials in the neighbouring regions, whereas β is a vector of parameters, conformable with the variables in the function, that measure the intensity of the effect of each factor on unemployment differentials. A perturbance (ε) is added to the specification to account for instance for (transitory) different regional responses to shocks.
The share of labour in the agricultural sector over the total labour in the economy and the share in manufactures are the variables proxying for differences in the industrial mix 13 . It is important to note that the Spanish economy experienced an important change in the sectoral composition since the seventies. Labour in agriculture decreased dramatically, particularly in those regions specialised in that activity. Excess of labour in such areas was mostly absorbed by migration to more developed regions up to the early eighties 14 .
Afterwards, mechanisms within each region seem to have been the only ones available to balance the labour market. As long as employment in other sector had not absorbed the excess of labour in agriculture, inflows to unemployment or outflows from the labour force should have characterised those economies 15 .
On the other hand, shocks in the seventies and early eighties exerted strong influence on the manufacturing sector in Spain. Most of the industrialised regions carried out a profound restructuring process in their manufacturing sector, particularly in the old heavy industries. As a result there was an excess of labour that was not always absorbed by new activities. Hence, it is supposed to exist a positive relationship between the share of labour in these two sectors and the level of unemployment. This would have been probably the case when the shock took place. But if we measure the relationship some time ahead we should expect those economies with the healthiest agricultural and manufacturing sectors having the largest shares while low unemployment. On the contrary, regions that strongly suffered the shocks would have decreased the share of labour in those sectors today, also showing higher unemployment as a result of the job destruction.
As regards the demographic factors, differences across regions in female participation and in the percentage of young population might explain some of the unemployment differentials. Unemployment rates are notably higher for women and especially for people 13 A description of the variables used in the analysis and their sources is in the Appendix. 14 As well as migration to other countries.
ageing 16-25. If so, provinces with higher percentage of young population are likely to show positive unemployment differentials, while those with large female participation will tend to show higher unemployment figures. However, in the latter case, the conclusion might be counteracted by the fact that female decisions of participation in the labour market are more related to the current level of unemployment. As a result, female participation decreases in a situation of high unemployment, the opposite being the case when unemployment is low.
Skills, education, and in a broad sense human capital of the labour force is one of the most important factors for an economy to adapt to the ongoing changes in the process of production. Duration in unemployment is inversely related to the level of human capital of a worker. Unemployment rates for workers with upper-grade studies are much lower than for workers with low education (Nickell and Bell, 1996) . If the average human capital of the labour force in the Spanish provinces differs, it could explain some of the inequality in the geographical distribution of unemployment.
Finally, we have included the (average) unemployment rate in the adjacent provinces --spatial lag of the unemployment rate--as an explanatory factor. In this way, we will account for spillover effects in local labour markets, as those described in Burda and Profit (1996) .
The effects of spillovers across economies on growth have been recently analysed in a bunch of papers (Quah, 1996; Ciccone, 1996; Moreno and Trehan, 1997; López-Bazo et al, 1998) .
Such interactions across regional labour markets have been shown to explain most of the dynamics in the distribution of the unemployment rates in the EU by Overman and Puga (1999) . However, our results indicate that the influence of such effects is lower when the distribution is simultaneously conditioned to other factors in each economy. This advises that behind a significant effect of the spatial lag might be not only some sort of spatial interaction but also some spatially correlated factors omitted in the analysis. Further discussion on this issue will be in the next section.
Conditional distributions
Once an estimation of the parameters in (1) is available we can obtain the distribution of relative unemployment conditional to each one of the factors previously defined, in a given time period. To do so, we first compute the unemployment differentials conditional to each one of the factors. For instance, if we are interested in the effects of human capital in a period t, the conditional distribution will be obtain as the combination of the estimates for the 15 Marimon and Zilibotti (1998) relate the high Spanish unemployment to the sectoral restructuring in the last decades, particularly to the situation in the agricultural sector.
parameters and the corresponding variables, excluding the human capital variable, plus the vector of residuals. That is to say, we estimate the unemployment differentials in case there is no difference in the level of human capital across provinces, all other things equal.
Then, the density function for the conditional distribution can be estimated and compared to the unconditional one. This way we can assess the contribution of each factor to the particular shape of the real distribution. Besides, we can compute the stochastic kernel relating the unconditional and conditional distributions. It will map the probability of changes in unemployment differentials when the effect of the specific factor is removed. The mass of probability along the positive diagonal in the unconditional-conditional space will reveal no significant changes between both distributions. Thus, we will conclude that the factor under analysis is not important to explain the geographic distribution of unemployment. On the contrary, when it explains most of it, we will observe the kernel parallel to the axis measuring the values of the real unconditional distribution.
The conditioning procedure in this paper is thus in the spirit of Quah (1997) , although in our case the conditional distributions are obtained from a more structural model. It differs from the conditioning exercise in Quah (1996) adapted to the analysis of regional unemployment in the EU by Overman and Puga (1999) . Those papers compare the distribution of differences between the variable of interest in the regions and the aggregate in the entire economy, with the distribution of differences between the region and the average in a group in which the region is classified. Groups are defined to be either member states in the EU, neighbours, trade partners, economies with the same sectoral composition or similar skill composition of labour.
The latter procedure does not demand the estimation of any parameter to obtain the conditional distribution. But this is at the cost of not allowing the influence of more than one factor to be considered at a time. In contrast, the way we proceed in this paper hypothetically isolates the contribution of each factor, so it is supposed to provide more accurate results on their particular contributions.
Results
We have obtained the distribution of unemployment rates conditional to the same sectoral composition (no differences in shares of labour in agriculture and manufactures), to the same demographic variables (no differences in female participation rates and in the percentage of population ageing 16 to 25), and to similar human capital endowments (no differences in the share of working population that have started at least secondary schooling). Besides, the distribution conditional to have similar neighbours have also been computed, thought deeper comments on its results will be made in the next section. All these distributions have been computed for the initial and final years, 1985 and 1997. This is because even when changes along the period have been shown not to be very important, it is plausible that the effects of the factors had changed. Table 2 consistent estimates for all the parameters (see Anselin, 1988) 16 .
The variables accounting for differences in sectoral composition and human capital in 1985 are highly significant when the demographic variables are not included in the regression.
But the intensity of the effect of the share of labour in manufactures and human capital decreases markedly and is only marginally significant when the percentage of young population and female participation are considered as well. From the second column of the table we can observe the negative relationship between vacancies and unemployment hypothesised by the Beveridge curve, although the parameter is estimated with a high dispersion. After controlling for differences in vacancies, the OLS results indicate that the larger the percentage of young population, the higher the unemployment rates differentials.
On the contrary, the influence of female participation is negative, although only significant at 10%. As discussed above, this can be due to the fact that the cyclical behaviour of female participation decisions counteract the positive effect of female participation on unemployment.
Differences in the shares of labour in agriculture and manufactures in a region affect negatively to unemployment differentials. This confirms our previous hypothesis: regions in which shocks in the seventies and early eighties stroke deeper, lost employment in those sectors. As a result their shares decreased while largely contributed to increase unemployment that still remained in the mid-eighties. In other words, provinces with (relative) healthy agriculture and manufactures tended to show lower unemployment differentials.
Finally, human capital endowment is negatively related to relative unemployment. An additional point in the percentage of workers with at least secondary schooling in a region relative to the Spanish aggregate decreased by a quarter of point the difference in unemployment rates.
The size of the effects changes a little when spillovers are included in the regression (fourth column in the table). But the most important is that the inclusion of the spatial lag of unemployment causes female participation and human capital to be non-significant. As regarding the parameter of the spatial lag, it shows a moderate value (significant at 10%).
The last four columns collect the results for the same specifications but the variables measured in 1997. The first conclusion when comparing the estimates for the two years is that variables accounting for differences in the sectoral composition and the level of education of the labour force do not seem to contribute in explaining unemployment differentials at the end of the period. These variables do not statistically differ from zero when we account for differences in the demographic factors. The magnitude of their parameters is about half the one observed for 1985 even when demographic factors are not included in the analysis.
On the contrary, the percentage of young population increased its positive influence on the differences in unemployment rates. One additional point of difference in this percentage in a region and the national aggregate translated into more than one additional point in the difference of unemployment rates. This estimate agrees with the evidence on the rates of young unemployment. In the Spanish economy, 36 out of 100 workers ageing less than 25
were unemployed in 1999 --far above the 19% of average for the EU. Differences across Spanish regions are notable: that rate is above 40% in Asturias, Castilla y León, Extremadura and Andalucía, whereas in Aragón and Navarra is below 25%. These figures and our estimates confirm the importance of young unemployment not only to understand the level of unemployment in the Spanish economy but also to explain differentials across areas.
Female participation, that remains significant at 10% even when the spatial lag of the unemployment rates is included, also doubled its parameter in 1997. These results are quite robust to the inclusion of the spillovers across provinces. One interesting feature is that the parameter of the spillover effect almost double its size as well when we include factors within the region in the regression. We will analyse these effects with greater detail in the next section.
From the regression results we could conclude that there was a change in the factors that caused unemployment differentials across the Spanish provinces. But we are also interesting in knowing how much of the dispersion in unemployment differentials were explained by such factors in both periods, and what is the most important, if they may help to explain the polarisation observed in the previous section. To do that, we compute the conditional distributions as described above, compare the estimated densities for those distributions with the real ones and estimate the stochastic kernel mapping their joint probabilities.
Results for the distribution of unemployment rates conditioned to (no differences It can be observed how when removing the effect of the differences in the sectoral composition (figure 4), the distribution at the beginning of the period is much more concentrated around zero (no differences in unemployment rates). That is, differences in such magnitudes explain an important amount of the dispersion of the distribution in 1985.
However, the shape of the right tail is quite similar in both distributions. This is confirmed by the value of the overlapping coefficient, that for the entire range is 0.810, below the critical value, and for the negative and around zero differentials (0.681 and 0.320) is far below the critical values, whereas for the positive differentials range equals 0.829.
The same picture is reflected in the stochastic kernel. The mass of probability in the range of low relative unemployment (negative differentials) departs from the diagonal.
Actually, for all the negative values it almost runs parallel to the axis of the unconditional distribution, while for the positive differentials it returns to the diagonal. This means that sectoral differences were highly responsable for the low relative levels of unemployment in some Spanish provinces in 1985. Notes: Dependent variable is the difference between unemployment rates in each province and the nation-wide aggregate. All the regressors are also in deviations to the value for the Spanish aggregate. Robust standard errors in brackets. LnL is the maximum of the log-likelihood. F(p:) denotes the joint signicance test and the associated p-value respectively. All the estimates included the observations of the 50 Spanish provinces.
The same does not apply to the distribution at the end of the period. In accordance with the regression results, conditional to the sectoral composition the distribution remains unaltered in 1997 (the OVL coefficient for the entire range and the different intervals is closer enough to one --OVL=0.960, OVL low =0.906, OVL mid =0.942, OVL high =0.817--not to reject the equality of both distributions).
As regards the distribution conditional to human capital, it is clear from figure 5 how differences in education of the labour force exert small influence in the geographical distribution of unemployment. The most significant feature is its contribution to exacerbate differentials for provinces with very high unemployment in 1985. However, even for the range of high positive differentials, the overlapping coefficient does not reject that both distributions are similar for that interval.
Finally, the comparison of densities and the stochastic kernels when the distribution is conditional to the percentage of young population and to female participation (figure 6) confirms the important contribution of such factors to explain the spatial distribution of unemployment in both years. The influence of demographic factors seems to increase at the end of the period, especially when explaining the polarisation observed in the real distribution. While the overlapping coefficients for the extreme intervals are around the critical values --preventing from a clear conclusion--in 1985, they clearly reject equality in those ranges in 1997. However, the conditioning does not remove the peak at positive differentials, but simply move it closer to the point of no differentials. Therefore, we cannot but conclude that the polarisation should be due to factors other than those traditionally considered to explain unemployment. In the next section we try to see to what extent this can be explained by dependence across the space. Could the geographical location of the economies induce their level of development, economic activity and the other aggregate economic magnitudes, among them unemployment? As mentioned above, some empirical evidence has recently been provided pointing to the influence of spillovers across economies on growth and location of activity (Quah, 1996; Ciccone, 1996; Moreno and Treham, 1997; López-Bazo et al, 1998; Rey and Montouri, 1999) 17 . If the geographical scope of the process of technological diffusion, agglomeration economies or any other force that may cause the activity to cluster is not restricted to the boundaries of a single economy, interdependencies might explain why spatial groups of economies sharing similar economic characteristics are usually observed 18 .
In the case of labour markets, Burda and Profit (1996) From another perspective, Bronars and Jansen (1987) and Molho (1995) report the significance of spatial spillovers in the process of adjustments of unemployment differentials to local shocks in UK and in the US respectively.
Finally, in an empirical framework more related to the one in this paper, Overman and Puga (1999) report that the distribution of the unemployment rates in the EU regions relative to the rates in the neighbouring regions is much more concentrated than the distribution relative to the EU-wide average rates. Contiguity seems to be more important to understand the dynamics within the regional distribution of unemployment in the EU than membership to a given country, similarity in the sectoral composition or in the skills of the labour force. However, their conditional analysis does not allow isolating neighbouring effects from factors within each economy. The procedure described in the previous section does permit so for our sample of regions.
A simple look at figures of unemployment rate differentials in the Spanish provinces reveals that they are not randomly distributed in the space 19 . Provinces with high unemployment rates are likely to be surrounded by provinces with high rates (particularly provinces in the South), the opposite being the case for those with low unemployment (notably in the North-East of Spain). Actually, spatial dependence statistics for the distribution of unemployment rates do strongly reject the null of no dependence. The values for those tests also point to increasing spatial dependence between 1985 and 1997.
As described in the previous section, the last two columns in the panels for each This is especially the case in 1985. In fact in the full specification, the spatial lag is only significant at 10% that year.
The densities and kernels for the distributions conditional to (the absence of differences in) the spatial effects when the other factors are discarded are in figure 7.
It is evident how when unemployment differentials are computed under the assumption that all provinces have similar neighbours, the distribution concentrates around the point of no differences in both years. Besides, spatial effects seem to explain most of the polarisation observed in the real distribution. In other words, most of the regions in the clusters of low and high relative unemployment are located together in the space.
This result agrees with the one in Overman and Puga (1999) for the EU regions.
But how robust are they to the inclusion of idiosyncratic regional factors? That is, would it be possible that most of the effects captured by unemployment in the neighbours were explained because factors causing unemployment do not differ markedly across contiguous regions?
18 López-Bazo et al (1999) provide evidence of this for the GDP per capita and for the productivity levels in the EU regions, while Rey and Montoury (1999) do it for income in the US States, by applying spatial statistics. 19 Obviously they are not homogeneously either. -real distribution ---conditional distribution 1985 1997 To some extent the evidence in figure 8 indicates that the answer is yes. When we obtain the distribution conditional to the unemployment in the neighbours, but having included the other factors, the contribution of the spatial effects decreases, especially in 1985. The overlapping coefficient is only (slightly) below its critical level for the medium interval that year, but for the two tails and for the entire distribution we cannot reject that the unconditional and the conditional distributions do not differ.
At the end of the period, however, spatial spillovers still can explain polarisation. In the conditional distribution, the mass of probability at the negative differentials disappears, whereas the distribution no longer shows the discontinuity at the very high positive differentials. This could be related to the decrease in the explanation attributable to the traditional factors considered in the analysis at the end of the period. If this was the case, interactions across regional labour markets could explain some of the differentials. But also factors within each economy others than the ones considered here, that probably do not differ a lot across nearby regions, could be playing an increasing important role.
FINAL REMARKS
By studying the dynamics of the geographical distribution of the unemployment rates in Spain we have been able to assess the magnitude of regional differentials and how persistent those differentials are over time. Interestingly, the observation of the (external) shape of the distribution has revealed some trend toward the polarisation of unemployment rates into two groups of regions, one of them with extremely high unemployment differentials. Additionally, this feature could run parallel to a process of continuous decrease in aggregate unemployment rates.
From the conditioning exercise we cannot but conclude that the geographical distribution of unemployment has become less dependent on spatial differences in the sectoral composition over time. It is likely that the shocks that caused a restructuring process in the seventies and early eighties still exerted some influence at the beginning of the period considered in our analysis. But they might have been completely eliminated at the end of the nineties. In addition the industrial mix in the Spanish regions showed an important process of convergence, such that regional differences in the share of each sector are much lower nowadays than some years ago.
Unlike some evidence in the literature on the negative relationship between the aggregate unemployment rates and education, differences in the degree of education of the labour force in the Spanish provinces do not help to explain much of the dispersion in unemployment rates. This seems to be particularly the case at the end of the period.
In this sense, it should be remembered that the level of education of the labour force experienced outstanding increases in all the Spanish regions in the last decades. The percentage of the labour force that at least started secondary schooling for the entire Spanish economy in 1980 was 26.2%, whereas in 1997 it increased up to 67.0%. In 1980 the percentage for the region with the lowest average education was 10.3% and the one for the province with the highest 39.6%. In 1997 the absolute difference in those percentages was similar, but then the value for the province with the lowest endowment was around the 50%. Therefore, it does not seem likely that further increases in education alone could contribute to decrease disparities. Besides, mismatch between educational supply and labour demand is some Spanish regions is particularly striking. As a result, the level of education of the unemployed is on average above the one of the employed (Rodríguez-Pose, 1996) .
Factors that seem to contribute most to the explanation of the spatial differentials in unemployment rates are the demographic ones. When removing the effects on the differences in female participation and especially in the percentage of young population unemployment rates are much more evenly distributed across the Spanish provinces.
This was so in the mid-eighties and even more markedly at the end of the nineties.
However, they cannot completely explain the cluster of regions with high positive differentials.
We have shown that we can account for at least some of the polarisation by considering spatial effects. The results show that unemployment differentials are spatially dependent, in such a way that when considering unemployment rates in the contiguous regions as well as the idiosyncratic factors, most of the features in the geographical distribution of unemployment are explained. The spatial effects might be proxying different types of interactions across local labour markets but also the omission of factors within each region that do not differ significantly across nearby regions. Further analysis would be required to shed light on this issue.
Finally, we have not studied the role of regional differences in the profitability of private investments and in their capability to attract new activities. The influence of those factors, as well as the possibility of differences in the regional responses to the recent policies aiming at increasing flexibility in the labour market, on the geographical distribution of unemployment are in our future research agenda.
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APPENDIX
Units of analysis
Overlapping Coefficient
Bradley (1985) and Inman and Bradley (1989) proposed an overlapping coefficient (OVL) as an intuitive measure of the similarity between two probability distributions. In our case we use the OVL to compare the frequencies throughout the range of a variable for two samples. The idea behind the OVL can be summarised in the following figure:
The OVL is the area where the densities of the two distributions overlap when are plotted in the same axes.
The expression for this coefficient in the discrete case is the following: a-Resample with replacement from the original data and the ( ) We use these tabulated values in tables A1 and A2 to construct a sort of confidence interval to test the hypothesis of equality of two distributions. The rule of thumb is to reject the hypothesis of similar distributions if the value estimated for the OVL is lower than the expected value for the OVL in each case minus two times the standard deviation. Then, we reject the null when the overlap is even lower that the one we could expect allowing for sample deviations considering the size of our sample. On the contrary, when the OVL is closer to one than the critical value we can put some confidence on the assumption of equality.
